
MARBLE



FROM THE DEEPEST NATURE
TO THE HIGHEST PROJECTS



LSI STONE has been providing natural stone
solutions to the construction industry since 1999.

Regina Vitório and Pedro Vazão started a family
business with 2200 sqft and today we witness an
innovative industrial facility with 100 000 sqft
equipped with the most recent technology, a
modern structure, and a highly skilled team. 

LSI has continuously invested its resources in
research, design, and innovation to guarantee that
customers obtain top quality stone products,
manufactured in complete respect to the people
and the environment, for the most varied
destinations of use in every single corner of the
globe.



Azul Celeste

Marble of blue and white color, fine to medium
grain and dark blue veins. There may be some
variations in the intensity of the shaft, pitch
and structure. 

Recommended for: coatings, flooring,
decoration and other stone work.





Azul Lagoa

Marble with a blue color, grey tone, medium
grain and a distinct vein. It also has some
white shaded zones and a relatively high
degree of hardness. Some variations occur in
characteristics such as color and vein intensity.

Recommended for:  Internal and external
coverings and paving, masonry.





Estremoz Beige

Beige color, fine to medium grain and
brownish vein. Some variations occur in
characteristics such as vein intensity, beige
tone and structure.

Recommended for: Cladding, coverings,
medium to high traffic flooring, interior
decoration and other stonework.





Estremoz Lagoa

Marble with white, grayish and blue color, thin
to medium and brownish veins. It has a
relatively high degree of hardness.

Recommended for: Coating, interior
decoration, medium to high traffic pavements,
coatings.





Estremoz White

White color, fine to medium grain and
brownish veins. It has a relatively high degree
of hardness.

Recommended for:  Cladding, interior
decoration, medium to high traffic flooring,
coverings and stonework.





Pele de Tigre

Marble with a white color, fine to medium
grain, a distinct irregular dark blue veins and a
relatively high degree of hardness. Some
variations occur in characteristics such as vein
intensity and pattern, color and structure.

Recommended for: Internal and external
coverings and paving, masonry.





Rosa Portugal

Marble with a pink color, medium grain,
distinct dark grey vein and a few brownish
dots. Some variations occur in characteristics
such as vein intensity and pink tone.

Recommended for: Internal and external
coverings and paving, masonry.





Ruivina

Marble with a grey color, dark blue tone,
medium grain and distinct veins. It also has
some white shaded zones and a relatively high
degree of hardness.

Recommended for: Internal and external
coverings and paving, masonry.





Sivec

Marble from Macedonia with a white color
that, according to the stone’s grade, can either
be completely uniform or present soft grey
speckled veins.

Recommended for: Internal coverings and
paving, masonry.





Our Legacy is to leave a sustainable mark in our wonderful world.
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